ESCAPE GAME

• We will **promote this event** for you, inviting students from the Master’s programs of your choice to apply. You will then select those you want to meet based on their CV’s.

• **In groups of five persons** (one company representative and four students, for a maximum of three groups), you will embark on an exciting mission during which your will have to cooperate in order to find clues helping you to solve several riddles which will allow you to exit the room in the limited time of 60 minutes. Will you succeed in escaping in time? We offer the following options and will advise you with pleasure:
  
  • A **“classic” Escape game** as described above (physical search of clues, riddles, codes, padlocks to open, etc.).
  
  • An **“Escape game in movement”** and full immersion including sound and light effects (no physical search nor padlocks to open; the codes and riddles will be on electronic devices).
  
  • An **“Escape Zone:”** a game happening simultaneously for all groups (groups of four persons, maximum of four groups) in the same room. Each will face the same challenge, i.e. opening the maximum number of boxes including multiple traps and clues in order to exit the escape zone in the allotted time.

• Following the Escape game/Escape Zone you will have the opportunity to discuss the experience with the participating students over **drinks and snacks** at an informal reception we will organize on-site.

• **Competencies** that you will be able to assess include team spirit, leadership, problem-solving, creativity, observation, deduction, intuition, logic, analysis, adaptation, resistance to stress, amongst others.

• **Duration**: 2 hours and 30 minutes.